Time To Get Serious
Here we are again, my son – together.
It’s time to get serious. Really serious about what’s ahead – what your tasks are and where you’re going.
I’ve placed you in the positions you are in and it’s time for you to move on – onto the things I have for
you and on to the glory as you’ve asked from your heart. Your heart needs to change to align with me.
It’s still hard – it’s not supple enough. I will change it as you submit it into my hands. My tender hands
around your heart will soften it and mould it. Yes, it will hurt to some extent, but it will yield good fruit
if you yield to me, the Master Potter…
[REMOVED: Counsel concerning other people & situations]

Relax and enjoy the ride. Stop being so ‘tight’, ‘het-up’. It’s me, remember, who’s in the driving seat.
You’ve learnt to submit and trust drivers in the natural, well, it’s about time you unconditionally
surrendered to me. Stop back-seat driving and let me take control. I’ll do a better job than you. This is
not criticism, it’s simple fact.
I love you greatly and want the best for you, but that best only comes out when I water you and tend
you like a delicate, beautiful orchid. Yes, I see you like this, even though you are a man – rugged and
callous-handed. Gentle-up, just like an orchid. I’ve given you this picture, an unusual, unexpected picture
of you. Yes, you are delicate behind the façade of masculine strength and you do have beauty in my
sight. I look at you and admire you, just as you do with magnificent orchids. They represent you in other
ways. They are saprophytes – they live off other plants; other plants support them and lift them up
where they are noticeable. You do this with me. I support you, feed you and lift you up so your beauty
(glory) can be seen. Yes, your glory will be seen and in great ways and greater measure.
Keep your thoughts on me, don’t let them stray. Your thought-life is critical to this process of realizing
your potential in me. Beauty, yes, your beauty will definitely be seen – gentleness, purity, strength of
character, determination (grit). All these others will see and admire. Admiration, not for your pride and
self-worth, but to draw them in – draw them to you so you can funnel them on to me (into my hands).
This is a great time, isn’t it. You’ve been growing and developing and I’m pleased with your progress.
There's more to come, more critical moves are ahead, so keep connected – keep listening and overlook
your mistakes. Focus on me, not your failures, just as you are doing this morning.
We will meet. I will meet with you as I have said. In the right time it will happen, so keep pressing in.
Press in hard, but relax. Sounds confusing and contradictory, but there’s truth in it – my truth. Trust
and obey for there’s no other way to be happy in me – just trust and obey.
There’s much ahead that I need to tell you about and warn you about. Keep listening as you are (have
been) and hear my voice. Yes, you can hear it, and yes, I will continue to talk to you – to message you
also. Keep an ear open for the little messages that I drop into you. These are just as important (critical)
as these discourses that we have. They are the instant ones you need to react to rather than our
communion together. Yes, you have missed some in the past, but you are doing well…
[REMOVED: Counsel concerning other people & situations]

This is the way it has to be: Only go where I send you. Start fine-tuning this as it is vital for your future
– for your safety and for entering into my plans for you…
Be blessed under my protective hand, my son.
Dad
Laurence
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